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Directive mmWave radio channel modelling
in a ship hull

Brecht De Beelde, Andres Almarcha Lopez, David Plets, Marwan Yusuf, Emmeric Tanghe, Wout Jospeh

Abstract—Wireless connectivity has been realized for multiple
environments and different frequency bands. However, little
research exists about mmWave communication in industrial
environments. This paper presents the 60 GHz double-directional
radio channel for mmWave communication in a ship hull for
Line-of-Sight (LOS) and non Line-of-Sight (NLOS) conditions.
We performed channel measurements using the Terragraph
channel sounder at different locations in the ship hull and fitted
LOS path loss to a one-slope path loss model. Path loss and root-
mean-square (RMS) delay spread of the LOS path is compared
to the reflected path with lowest path loss. NLOS communication
via this first-order reflected path is modelled by calculating the
path distance and determining the reflection loss. The reflection
losses have a considerable contribution to the signal attenuation
of the reflected path. The channel models are implemented in
an indoor coverage prediction tool, which was extended with
a ray launching algorithm and validated by comparison with
an analytical electromagnetic solver. The results show that the
mmWave radio channel allows high-throughput communication
within a ship hull compartment, even when no LOS path between
the transmitter and receiver is present.

mmWave, 60 GHz, propagation, channel modelling, ship
hull, coverage prediction, ray launching

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication is omnipresent in our daily lives,
from wearables in personal area networks to laptops in wire-
less local area networks and phones in broadband cellular
networks. In order to optimize wireless communication, radio
channel models for various environments and frequency bands
have been developed, ranging from office environments [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6] to outdoor [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]
and industrial [12], [13], [14], [15] environments. As the
sub-6 GHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands
are getting crowded and future applications require higher
data rates, development on mmWave channel models and
radios is ongoing [3], [4], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22]. Most existing research investigates communication at
mmWave frequencies in office or residential environments.
However, wireless communication at mmWave frequencies
also has a huge potential for industrial environments, such
as low latency communication for valve control of machinery,
video monitoring in remote areas or a virtual reality operator
providing assistance to machine operators.

The maritime industry is converging to a smart transporta-
tion ecosystem consisting of interconnected devices resulting
in partially automated or fully autonomous ships [23], with
fewer crew members and increased on-board efficiency [24].
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This paper considers the radio channel in a ship hull, a
dangerous area where crew members are disconnected from
the officers in the bridge and work in difficult circumstances.
Wireless communication enhances the efficiency on board of
the vessel by enabling automatic monitoring of equipment and
therefore limiting the number of times crew members need to
be in the ship hull [24]. It also increases safety by enabling
video stream monitoring so an injured worker will be noticed
faster and it can also replace existing wired communication
links. The cables used for telecommunication and data transfer
add to the deployment cost, noting that maritime cables
should be corrosion resistant, fire and flame retardant and
certified [25]. By enabling wireless communication systems,
the number of cables deployed in the vessel can be reduced,
which not only decreases the weight of the vessel, but also
decreases the cost and simplifies maintenance, as finding and
replacing a broken cable is not straightforward.

Most research on maritime wireless communication ad-
dresses off-ship communication [26], [27], [28], [29], [30],
[31]. Sub-6 GHz radio channel measurements on board of a
vessel were carried out in [32], [33], [34], reporting a path loss
exponent value of less than 2 for propagation within a metal
compartment, which is in line with several other industrial
environments [14]. Higher layer experiments of IEEE 802.15.4
based sensor networks on board of a vessel show a very good
network reliability [35]. Modelling of 60 GHz indoor radio
channels is already presented in [4], [36], [37], [38], [39].

In previous work we presented path loss models at sub-
6 GHz frequencies 868 MHz, 2.4 GHz and 5.25 GHz [34],
and a Line-of-Sight (LOS) path model at 60 GHz [34], [40].
The 60 GHz LOS path loss model from [40] is extended with
a beamwidth-dependent PL model in [34]. The novelty of
this paper is the analysis of the non Line-of-Sight (NLOS)
channel model, investigation of delay spreads, and the channel
model implementation in a ray launching network planning
tool. In our network planning tool, the transmitted signal is
represented by a set of planar wavefronts where the attenuation
is based on the channel model and the angular information is
based on the room geometry and locations of the transmit-
ter and receiver. Ray launching algorithms for determining
channel characteristics and predicting network performance at
mmWave frequencies are investigated in multiple papers [41],
[42], [43], [44], [45]. Most ray launching implementations
consider transmission, specular reflection and diffraction. Even
though diffuse scattering accounts for up to 26% of the total
received power [46], it is not considered in most ray launching
implementations [41].

In Section II we first present the equipment and setups
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of the measurement campaign. We then provide the chan-
nel modelling and link budget methodology, followed by
a presentation of the channel model implementation in a
network planning tool for predicting network performance and
conclude the section with a validation of the network planning
tool. Section III starts with a presentation of the LOS and
NLOS channel modelling results and a link budget analysis
based on the channel modelling results. We then provide the
validation of the network planning tool and present network
prediction simulation results for the ship hull environment. We
conclude this paper in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

We design a stochastic radio channel model for mmWave
propagation in a ship hull, based on measurement campaigns
we performed in an ocean-sailing vessel, and implement the
channel model in a network planning tool.

A. Channel sounder

We use the Terragraph channel sounder which consists of
two nodes, each containing a grid of 36x8 vertically polarized
antennas with phase shifters and a Qualcomm QCA6438
transceiver chipset. The channel sounder is used by other
institutions for outdoor 60 GHz channel modelling [47], [23],
[48], [49]. The spacing of the antenna elements is 0.55 λ.
The antenna grid results in a -3 dB beam width of 2.8
degrees, which we can steer in the azimuth plane from -45
to +45 degrees with respect to the node’s boresight, in steps
of 1.4 degrees. The channel sounder successively transmits
IEEE 802.11ad frames, at channel 2 with center frequency
60.48 GHz and bandwidth 2.16 GHz, for each transmitter (TX)
and receiver (RX) azimuthal beam configuration and performs
a power measurement of the received signal. This results in
a path loss angular profile (PLAP) that shows measured path
loss as a function of both TX and RX azimuth angles, referred
to as angle of departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA)
in the remainder of this paper. Sidelobes are present in the
measured PLAP as the inter-element spacing is larger than λ/2
and there is only a phase adjustment for the antenna elements
without gain tapering. The channel sounder is calibrated
using a National Instruments mmWave transceiver. During
the calibration, the chipset’s reported received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) is mapped to received power as a function
of chip temperature, RX gain settings and antenna configu-
ration. Similarly, TX gain settings are mapped to equivalent
isotropically radiated power (EIRP). During the measurements,
the RSSI measurement data and transceiver configuration
(antennas, TX and RX gains, chip temperature) are stored on
a laptop for offline processing, during which the measured
signal power is interpolated with calibration data resulting
in corrected received power. Validation measurements of the
channel sounder in a laboratory setting show an uncertainty
of less than 1 dB in measured PL.

The channel sounder performs a 256-tap complex channel
impulse response (CIR) estimation based on the training
sequence of the IEEE 802.11ad preamble, using sampling rate

Figure 1. Terragraph channel sounder consisting of two nodes at distance
3.75 m along measurement track 1 in the engine room, synchronized via
UTP and each having an antenna array of 288 antenna elements which allows
beam steering in the azimuth plane.

of 3.52 GHz. The CIR estimation results in the root-mean-
squared (RMS) delay spread with a time resolution of 0.28 ns.
Both nodes are synchronized via an unshielded twisted pair
(UTP) cable and the transmit power of 5 dBm results in an
equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) of 45 dBm.
The dynamic range of the sounder is 50 dB. Figure 1 shows
a picture of the channel sounder, with a distance of 3.75 m
between the TX and RX nodes.

B. Measurement setup

We performed LOS and NLOS measurements in the engine
room and steering gear room of a 205 m long bulk carrier
vessel with a gross tonnage of 33005. Measurements are per-
formed along multiple tracks with increasing distance between
the two nodes. For every track, the location of the TX node is
fixed, while the RX node is moved away from the TX node.

During all measurements, the ship was moored in the
harbour and no people were present in the engine and steering
gear room. The vessel’s main engine was not active, but an
auxiliary engine used for electricity production was running.
Even though this auxiliary engine was causing slight vibra-
tions, the environment is considered static as there were no
objects moving significantly and the vibrations due to the
engine were much faster than the sweep time of the channel
sounder.

1) Line-of-Sight: The locations of the LOS measurements
in the engine room are shown in Fig. 2, in which the diamond
markers indicate TX node locations and rectangular markers
indicate RX node locations. The spacing of the nodes is chosen
so that we have at least one PLAP measurement for every
0.25 m and at least two PLAP measurements on different
tracks every 0.5 m. When combining all measurements, we
obtain PL as a function of distance for distances ranging from
1.5 m to 14.25 m with a spacing of 0.25 m.
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Figure 2. Floorplan of the vessel’s engine room with transmitter (TX, diamond
symbols) and receiver (RX, rectangular symbols) locations for the Line-of-
Sight measurements.

2) Non Line-of-Sight: The LOS measurements provide
NLOS information as every measurement consists of an az-
imuth scan, but we also performed NLOS measurements where
the LOS path is obstructed and where we rotated the nodes
in order to capture the most significant reflected paths. In the
engine room, the receiving node was placed behind the corner
(shown in Fig. 8a) whereas in the steering gear room the large
rotary vane connected to the vessel’s rudder blocked the LOS
path (shown in Fig. 8c).

C. Channel modelling

The channel sounder provides received power for every TX-
RX beam configuration, from which we obtain the double-
directional radio channel. Based on the received power and
EIRP we obtain measured path loss for distances ranging
from 1.5 to 14.25 m. For the LOS measurements, we fit the
minimum measured PL value, corresponding to an AoA and
AoD of 0◦, for each distance to the one-slope model presented
in (1). The regression parameters are PL0 (in dB), the PL at
a reference distance d0 of 1.5 m (as in [39]), and PL exponent
n (-). The shadow fading term χ (in dB) results from a zero-
mean normal distribution.

PL(d) = PL0 + 10 n log10(d/d0) + χ (1)

In order to model NLOS path loss in the vessel, we
determine first order reflected components in the PLAP of both
LOS and NLOS measurements. For the LOS measurement
tracks, the first order reflections are obtained by selecting the
local minimum in the PLAP for which the AoD is close to the
additive inverse of the AoA and with a manual verification that
the angle corresponds to the room geometry. The additional
signal attenuation of this reflected path compared to the LOS
path is caused by a longer path distance and by a reflection loss
which depends on the incident angle and material properties.
We calculate the distance of the reflected path via (2), with
dLOS the distance of the LOS path and α the average of the
AoA and inverse AoD.

dreflected = dLOS/cos(α) (2)

For the NLOS measurements, we obtain the distance and
incident angle from the room geometry and the locations of the
TX and RX nodes. We obtain the reflection loss by subtracting
the PL, calculated via (1) using the reflected path distance,
from the measured PL. Even though most surfaces in the vessel
are metallic, i.e. machinery, floor and ceiling, the reflection
loss is non-zero.

D. Link budget

Based on the developed channel models we can predict
throughput of the wireless link using the link budget equation
presented in (3). The link budget returns the received power
PR (in dBm) as a function of transmit power PT (in dBm),
transmit and receiving antenna gains GT and GR (in dBi) and
losses LT , LR (in dB), as well as the path loss PL (in dB). The
received power should be higher than the receiver sensitivity
PRS (in dBm) in order to obtain a certain data rate. Receiver
sensitivity of the radio depends on the modulation and coding
scheme (MCS) and therefore defines the maximum throughput
that can be obtained for a fixed distance and transmit power.
Receiver sensitivities for IEEE 802.11ad using a single carrier
PHY are listed in Table I for different MCS.

PR = PT +GT +GR − LT − LR − PL (3)

E. Quality of service prediction tool

The channel model and radio characteristics are imple-
mented in a quality of service (QoS) prediction tool for
indoor wireless propagation [51], which calculates received
power at every location based on stochastic channel models
and material properties. Throughput is calculated via the link
budget equation (3). The tool also includes a heuristic network
planning algorithm which proposes access point locations that
provide full coverage.

1) Algorithm: We have extended the prediction tool to
include a 3-dimensional ray launching algorithm for directive
mmWave communication. Via the QoS prediction tool, we
estimate coverage based on the predefined location of access
points. The environment is first discretized into a finite number
of grid points and an access point is placed on the floorplan.
At every grid point, a path information vector is stored with
a configurable number of best paths to cover the grid point.
A path is described by its interactions with the objects in
the environment in order to reach the grid point. The path
information vector not only stores the path loss associated to
the paths, but also their distance, AoA and AoD. For each grid
point, rays are launched in the azimuth and elevation plane
from the access point, using a spherical coordinate system
and with a configurable angle step size.

A flowchart of the ray launching methodology is presented
in Fig. 3. The parameters of the algorithm are listed in Table II.
The azimuth angle θ ranges from 0 to 2π whereas elevation
angle φ ranges from 0 to π. For each ray we define the
interaction with the environment and calculate the associated
losses, including PL and reflection loss. As the objects in
the environment block communication, no transmission losses
are taken into account. Path and reflection loss are calculated
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Table I
RECEIVER SENSITIVITY (PRS ) AND DATA RATE (DR) AS A FUNCTION OF MODULATION AND CODING SCHEME (MCS) FOR AN IEEE 802.11AD RADIO

[50]

MCS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
PRS [dBm] -78 -68 -66 -64 -64 -62 -63 -62 -61 -59 -55 -54 -53
DR [Mbps] 27.5 385 770 962.5 1155 1251 1540 1925 2310 2502 3080 3850 4620

Figure 3. Flowchart presentation of ray launching algorithm.

Table II
RAY LAUNCHING ALGORITHM PARAMETER CONFIGURATION

Parameter Value
Elevation increment ∆φ [rad] π/100
Azimuth increment ∆θ [rad] π/100
Grid point size [m] 0.5
Maximum loss [dB] 200
Maximum number of reflections 5

based on the channel model from Sect. II-II-C. If the reflected
ray reaches the accounted grid point, we store the path
information vector and sort all path vectors of the grid point
according to total loss. A ray is considered to reach a grid
point if passes within 0.1 m from the grid point. If the ray does
not reach the considered grid point, we define the next object
interaction if the total loss is below the adjustable maximum
path loss and if the maximum number of interactions has not
yet been reached. We take into account reflection on metallic
objects, as well as the floor and ceiling.

We launch rays from every possible angle and do not
consider the directivity of the TX antenna. Due to the narrow
beam width of actual high-gain mmWave antennas, we define
the path loss at every grid point as the path loss associated to
the best path and we do not sum the path loss of the different
paths as we would typically do for lower frequencies where
omnidirectional antennas are used. The resulting coverage data
should be interpreted as the maximum received power if the
antennas are steered in the direction of the best path. Even

though we associate the received power of the best path for
each grid point, we store the best paths in order to compare
the power received via the reflected path to the power of the
LOS path. By using the best path for the PL calculation we
can speed up the simulation time as for grid points with a
LOS path to the access point we do not need to use the ray
launching algorithm.

2) Validation: The ray launching algorithm has been val-
idated by comparing simulation results to the commercial
analytic electromagnetic wave (EM) solver FEKO based on
the Method of Moments integral formulation of Maxwell’s
equations in combination with the uniform theory of diffrac-
tion. We compare the received power at different locations in
a metallic room measuring 10 by 6 m, modelled as a perfect
electrical conductor. The solver simulation takes into account
direct, reflected and diffracted paths. We perform simulations
for 15 frequencies within a single IEEE 802.11ad channel and
average the received power. We selected single precision data
storage and enabled both normal geometry and mesh element
size checks. The room with the receiver locations is shown in
Fig. 4. An identical room is modelled in our prediction tool.
Our prediction tool uses the channel model from Sect. II-II-C,
i.e. the distance-related path loss is found via the LOS path
loss model and the reflection loss uses the NLOS model. In
order to validate our ray launching implementation via the
FEKO simulation, we use the theoretic path loss according
to Friis formula and assume zero reflection losses in the ray
launching algorithm. We compare the received power of both
simulations at all receiver locations.
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Figure 4. Room measuring 10 by 6 m modelled in FEKO, with 1 transmitter
at the center of the room and 20 receiver locations at height 1.5 m.

Figure 5. Predicted received power and simulated received power via the
analytical solver for all receiver locations shown in Fig. 4.

The results from FEKO show a high frequency dependency,
which is caused by the omnidirectional antennas and the low
coherence bandwidth which results in a pronounced multipath
fading effect [52]. Figure 5 shows the predicted received power
for each of the receiver locations from Fig. 4 as well as
the simulated received power we obtained from the FEKO
simulations, averaged over the full 2.2 GHz band of the IEEE
802.11ad channel and indicating the standard deviation of the
15 simulations.

The predicted received power is within the standard de-
viation of the FEKO simulations for all receiver locations
except location 1. The average difference between the pre-
dicted power and the average of the FEKO simulations is
1.9 dB. The locations for which the predicted received power
is significantly below the received power from the simulations
seem to correspond to locations where the receiver is in the
shadow zone of a (metallic) wall. Our ray launching algorithm
does not take into account diffracted rays; as FEKO takes into
account diffraction there is a higher received power.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we start with presenting the LOS and NLOS
channel models. Based on these channel models we provide a
link budget analysis in Section III-III-C. In Section III-III-D
we first provide the validation of the ray launching algorithm

after which we present the QoS prediction analysis for the
vessel.

A. Line-of-sight channel model

In order to illustrate a typical PLAP for a LOS measurement
in the vessel, Fig. 6 shows the PLAP for 2 distances at
measurement track 1. There is a strong LOS component for
both AoA and AoD around 0◦, and in Fig. 6b two reflected
components are present at AoA and AoD around ±10◦ and
around ±20◦. Figure 7 presents the minimum measured
PL values as a function of distance for the different LOS
measurement tracks shown in Fig. 2, together with the one-
slope LOS model of the combined data set (dashed blue line)
as well as free space PL (solid line). The circle colors represent
the different measurement tracks. Also shown in the figure
are the NLOS PL samples that we obtained from the LOS
measurements’ PLAPs.

The fitted path loss PL0 at reference distance d0 = 1.5 m is
74.6 dB, which is higher than the free space PL of 71.6 dB at
the same reference distance. However, the fitted PL exponent
n of 1.68 is lower than the free space PL exponent of 2.
The root mean squared error (RMSE) between the model and
measurement data is 3.48 dB, which results in an added 95%
shadow margin of 5.8 dB. The shadow margin added to the
PL is shown in Fig. 7 as the red dotted line. For measurement
track 1, which is parallel to the wall furthest away from the
main engine, the measured PL is around 5 dB higher than
free space PL, whereas the measured PL for locations 2 to 5
is close to or lower than free space PL.

Based on the CIR estimation we obtain the RMS delay for
every beam configuration. The average RMS delay for the
significant taps of the CIR of the LOS beams is 2.96 ns and
the standard deviation is 3.5 ns.

B. Non line-of-sight channel model

From the PLAP of the LOS measurements shown in Fig. 6,
we conclude that next to the strong LOS component, reflec-
tions are received. As the TX and RX angles are similar
with opposite signs, and due to the geometry of the room,
we suppose that these are first-order reflections. We also
notice local minima in the PLAP for beam configurations
with equal TX and RX angles, which are assumed to be 2nd
order reflections. In order to assess the feasibility of NLOS
communication from the LOS measurements, we select the
main reflected paths with the lowest measured PL for which
the absolute values of the TX and RX angles are approximately
the same. The measured PL of the selected reflected path is
visualized in Fig. 7 by diamond symbols.

We calculate the distance of these reflected paths via (2);
but as the angles of arrival and departure are relatively small,
the reflected path distances are close to the LOS path distance
and we conclude that the additional path loss of the reflected
path is mainly caused by reflection loss, rather than the loss
caused by an increased distance. Figure 8 shows the PLAP for
two NLOS measurements. For all the NLOS measurements,
we determine the distance and incident angle of the reflected
paths based on the vessel’s floorplan, and calculate reflection
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(a) Distance 2.75 m

(b) Distance 8.75 m

Figure 6. Path loss angular profile (PLAP). Measured path loss as a function
of angle of arrival (AoA) and angle of departure (AoD) for Line-of-Sight
measurement track 1.

loss as a function of incident angle by subtracting the LOS
path loss using the reflected path distance from the measured
PL. The reflection losses for all measurements as a function of
incident angle are shown in Fig. 9, and for each reflection we
indicate whether it is more likely to be a first-order or second-
order reflection. The added loss of the first-order reflected

paths is 16.0 dB, which increases up to 19.7 dB for the paths
that are assumed to correspond to a second-order reflection.
We do not see the angle-dependence that we would expect
from the Fresnel reflection coefficient, and the reflection loss
is larger than what we expect in a metallic environment. We
can therefore assume that multiple close reflections occur due
to the irregular shapes of the engine room’s objects causing
intra-cluster components. From a deployment perspective it is
clear that losses up to 30 dB need to be accounted for when
using NLOS paths for communication.

The average RMS delay spread of the NLOS paths slightly
increases to 4.32 ns, whereas the standard deviation remains
3.4 ns. The low RMS delay spread was expected as the
channel sounder uses a narrow beam width. Figure 10 shows
the histogram of all RMS delay spread data for both LOS
and NLOS data. The histogram shows that even for NLOS
measurement, the main share of paths has an RMS spread
below 2.5 ns, even though a higher number of NLOS paths
has a higher RMS delay spread compared to the number of
LOS paths. On the one hand, this is caused by the specular
reflection of a NLOS path, which does not cause a pulse
to spread in time. On the other hand, the higher reflection
losses that we measured (cf. Fig. 9), and the irregular nature
of the engine room’s objects cause NLOS paths with intra-
cluster multipath, i.e. multiple reflections with reflection points
close to each other. However, the path length of these intra-
cluster components is similar, resulting in the same delay and
therefore not significantly increasing the delay spread.

C. Link budget analysis

Figure 11 presents throughput (in Mbps) as a function of
distance using the link budget equation (3) for both LOS and
NLOS scenarios and based on the PL model presented in the
first part of this section. For the NLOS scenario, one reflection
is considered with an average reflection loss of 16 dB added
to the LOS PL model. We assume a transmit power PT of
13 dBm, an RX antenna gain GR of 8 dBi, a feeding loss LT
of 2.5 dB and a receiver loss LR of 0 dB. A 5.8 dB shadow
margin is added and the receiver sensitivities that are listed in
Table I are used. We compare a single-element patch antenna
with a peak gain of 8 dBi as TX antenna to an 8x8 antenna
array with a combined peak gain of 25 dBi.

From this link budget, we conclude that using a high-gain
TX antenna is of utmost importance in order to achieve high
data rates. When using a single-element patch antenna with a
gain of 8 dBi as TX and RX antenna, the throughput rapidly
decreases with distance, and communication via the reflected
path is not possible. We see a leap in throughput at distance
5 m for the LOS scenario with a single patch antenna and at
distance 3 m for the NLOS scenario with the antenna array
as TX. This is caused by a constellation change, going from
π
2 quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) to a π

2 binary phase
shift keying (BPSK), resulting in a higher throughput for the
QPSK used at MCS 6 compared to the BPSK from MCS 5,
even though the receiver sensitivity using MCS 6 is lower.
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Figure 7. Measured Line-of-Sight (LOS) and non Line-of-Sight (NLOS) path loss (PL) from the LOS measurement tracks, with LOS PL model for the
engine room of a vessel as well as the free space PL. The different tracks are visualized with different colors; the LOS measurement data is visualized with
a circle marker, and the NLOS data with a diamond symbol. The LOS data of track 1 is visualized by the plus symbol.

(a) Receiver is behind the corner in engine room (b) PLAP for corner crossing in engine room

(c) Vane obstructing the Line-of-Sight path in steering gear room (d) PLAP with wall reflection to bypass vane
obstruction

Figure 8. Path loss angular profile (PLAP) with measured path loss as a function of angle of arrival (AoA) and angle of departure (AoD) for 2 non
Line-of-Sight (NLOS) measurement locations.
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Figure 9. Reflection loss as a function of incident angle.

Figure 10. Histogram showing percentage of measured RMS delay spread
values for both Line-of-Sight and non Line-of-Sight paths.

D. In-vessel simulations using QoS prediction tool

We used a free space PL model and assumed perfectly
conducting surfaces with zero reflection loss for the validation
of the ray launching algorithm. For predicting throughput
and coverage via a simulation of received power in the ship
hull based on the vessel’s floor plan we use the path loss
model from Sect. III-III-A/III-B. As we use the stochastic
channel models, we can model the complex environment by
simple geometric objects without the need for millimeter-level
accuracy and the materials’ conductivity in order to predict
received power. The ray launching algorithm is validated for

Figure 11. Throughput and path loss as a function of distance for a Line-of-
Sight and non Line-of-Sight scenario.

the ship hull environment by comparing specific simulations
to measurements from tracks 3 and 4. We select an access
point location identical to the respective transmit location, and
inspect the AoD and PL of the simulated best paths for grid
points corresponding to receiver node measurement locations.
For the validation simulations, the access point and receiver are
positioned at the same height of 1.3 m. The LOS component
follows the LOS PL model, the simulated AoD of the best
reflected path is within 10 degrees of the measured AoD and
the PL of the reflected path is within 3 dB of the measured
PL. As the ray launching algorithm launches rays in the 360
degrees azimuth and 180 degrees elevation planes, floor and
ceiling reflections also appear in the best path, but for tracks
3 and 4 these have a higher associated PL compared to the
reflection on the nearby metallic machinery. Figure 12 shows
the received power for every grid point at a height of 1.2 m
when one access point is centrally placed at a height of 3 m.
The simulation time on a laptop equipped with an Intel Core
i5 processor is 325 minutes.

When deploying an actual 60 GHz communication link,
only one path will be used for communication from the TX
to the RX node as the directive antennas have a narrow beam
width. It therefore makes sense to only consider the LOS path
when calculating path loss for grid points that have a LOS
path to the access point. Furthermore, the simulation time
decreases by 65% when skipping LOS grid points from the ray
launching algorithm, compared to applying the ray launching
algorithm to all grid points. As most of the objects in the
engine room extend almost up to the ceiling, the probability of
using a communication link that uses a ceiling reflection is low.
We can therefore increase the elevation increment angle ∆φ
without any significant influence on the prediction outcome.
The computation time decreases by 52% when the elevation
step angle is π/48 instead of π/100. Also increasing the
azimuth increment angle ∆θ to π/48 lowers the computation
time by 77%. However, the resolution is lowered and some
second-order reflected paths are lost. We use a maximum
number of 5 reflections but due to the large reflection loss
the received power is lower than the receiver sensitivity when
there are more than 2 reflections. According to the link budget
example of Sect. III-C we could have taken a lower maximum
PL of 120 dB instead of 200 dB, which speeds up the
simulation by 60%. It should be noted that the ceiling height of
the engine room has no influence on the computation time as
simulations with lower ceiling height have similar computation
time.

If we calculate path loss of all best paths for the grid points
with a LOS component and analyze the share of the power of
the best reflected component to the total power of the LOS and
reflected components, we see that for 57% of the grid points,
no significant power is received via the reflected path. For the
remaining 43% LOS grid points, the received power from the
best reflected path accounts, on average, for 4.5% of the total
received power, with a standard deviation of 1.5%.

IV. CONCLUSION

The maritime industry is transitioning into a smart trans-
portation ecosystem where interconnected devices are auto-
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Figure 12. Expected received power based on ray launching algorithm and
channel model. Using one access point with 13 dBm output power, antenna
gain 25 dBi and feeding loss 2.5 dB. The receiver antenna gain is 8 dBi.
Skipping LOS paths from ray launching algorithm and using settings from
Table II.

matically monitored and remotely controlled. Wireless com-
munication is a crucial element of this smart transporta-
tion ecosystem. In this paper, we have designed the direc-
tive channel model for Line-of-Sight and non Line-of-Sight
communication for communication at mmWave frequency
60 GHz in the hull of the ship. Even though the path loss
of communication links with a Line-of-Sight path is close
to free space path loss, the existence of multiple metallic
objects creates severe blockage. On the other hand, there is
a considerable reflection loss up to 20 dB, but communica-
tion via the first-order reflected path is possible if the total
distance is limited. High-gain antennas are necessary and the
corresponding narrow beam width results in a low RMS delay
spread for both LOS and NLOS links, with an average of
respectively 3.0 and 4.3 ns. The channel model is used for
throughput and range calculations. A link budget is presented
for Line-of-Sight and non Line-of-Sight scenarios. With high-
gain antennas we obtain data rates over 3 GHz for Line-of-
Sight communication, and data rates over 1 GHz for distances
up to 8 m via a reflected path. We have implemented the
channel model in a network prediction tool which can be
used to predict received power based on a predefined access
point locations for environments similar to the engine and
steering gear room of the vessel. For the received power
prediction we use a ray launching algorithm which is validated
by comparison to an analytic EM solver. The ray launching
algorithm takes into account propagation and reflection loss
using the stochastic channel models presented in this paper. By
using the stochastic channel models, we can predict received
power without a detailed 3-D floorplan with millimeter-level
machinery dimensions. No transmission through machinery is
considered, due to the blocking nature.

For future work, we intend to generalize the ray launching
algorithm so it can be used for other environments. Apart
from reflection loss and path loss, we will implement partition
loss for transmission through an object, as well as diffraction
loss around an object. Based on the path information vector,
containing object interaction information, we can characterize
not only path loss for a certain grid point, but also channel

parameters such as delay and angular spread.
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